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On May 18
th

, 2011, CMC national office has donated a wheelchair to a young lady Miss. Nheak 

Reaksa. He is 24 years old and lives with her parents in a small remote village near Vietnam 

border; her parents are a farmer and a Christian family. 
 

For about 24 years ago, Nheak Reaksa has a high fever for 

few days, she has to goes to the hospital for couple weeks, and 

the doctor informed her parents that she couldn’t recover from 

the disease. She will not able to walk again, both of his legs 

are continuing to wither and cripple. It is hard for her to walk 

anywhere especially to school, currently she stay at home and 

moving around even to the bathroom by using her but 

sometime knees. No one is helping her because everyone in 

her family (Parents) is busy at the rice field. When she goes to 

outside her parents or neighbors help to carry her on their 

back, and sometime her friend’s ox-card, she is always at 

home by herself.  

Most of the time she is sitting or playing on ground with 

friends or neighbor’s kids because she couldn’t go anywhere 

far, not even go to attend any event with her friends and 

neighbor outside of his home. Nheak Reaksa and her family 

very happy for getting this wheelchair, by having this 

wheelchair we are giving her the ability to go to help her 

parents prepare food, sell Khmer noodle in front of her 

house and move around to see other people like some of her 

neighbors, she can even sit in the wheelchair in front of his 

house to play with her friends or go to attend some event 

including Church service on Sunday in her village. This 

wheelchair also helps her to move around and easy go to 

bathroom and clean up house by herself. Instead of waiting 

for her parents to come back from rice field to carry her to 

walk to outside her house and having people to come to see 

her, she is now able to move around on her own.  

   

CMC, Nheak Reaksa and her parents want to thanks everyone 

in Japan who helps sending wheelchairs to help our people in 

Cambodia. We want to thanks especially to the Hope of 

Wheelchair, you have given our people hope and you put a 

smile on their face, most importance of all you give them the 

ability to move around. Thank you very much from the 

bottom of our heart, we pray that you will continue to send 

more wheelchairs to help our people in Cambodia 

May God bless you and your ministry in Japan 

18
th

 of May 2011 

Sophany Mey 


